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FACTORS IN ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS

Joseph A. Olmstead

Most attempts to improve organizational performance tend to be actions toward the
replacement of key individuals; modifications in structure; or the development of new
technology in the form of equipment, computers, and systems. At one time or another,
each of these remedies may be required; however, all too frequently, they seem to be
applied because they are the most obvious when, in fact, the real problems may lie
elsewhere.

These circumstances suggest that present ways of thinking about organizations may
be seriously inadequate. Bennis (1966, pp. 34-63), probably the most articulate critic of
organizational theory, contends that the traditional approaches are "out of joint" with an
emerging view of organizations as adaptive, problem-solving systems, and that conven-
tional studies of effectiveness are not sensitive to the critical needs of organizations to
cope with external stress and change. According to Bennis, the usual methods of
evaluating effectiveness provide static indicators of certain output characteristics, such as
performance or satisfaction, without showing the processes by which the organization
searches for, adapts to, and solves its changing problems. Yet, without understanding o,
these dynamic processes. knowledge about organizational behavior is woefully inadequate.

A few other writers have recogilzed the importance of the adaptive processes used
by wi organization. For one, Altman (1966) contends that performance effectiveness
should f2 viewed frim a much larger perspective-to include so-called "process variables"
as intrinsic witecedents of performance outputs. He says, "We reject the approach
to ... organizationa performance solely from a 'black box' point of view, but propose,
instead. a strategy of research that peers into the b6x and attempts to understand the
sequential development of performance as it progresses irom input to output" (1966, p. 84).

This swing to a process emphasis by such respected theorists as Bennis and Altman,
along with Parsons (1960), Selznick (1957), and others, signals a significant new develop.
ment i ways of thinking about organizations. It has finally become apparent that, with
organizations, as with people, it is necessary to focus attention upon dynamics. Because
ati organization is an adaptive equilibrium-seeking organism, the processes through which
adaptation occurs art a significant subject for analysis. It is. therefore, important to learn
precisely how these processes contribute to overall effectiveness. It is equally important
to understand what factors influence functioning of the processes and what determines,
within a particular organization, whether the processes can resist disruption under pres-
s,,re arising from the environment.

One mrjor barrier to accomplishing these objectives has been a lack of concepts that
ate both amenable to systematic research and useful for organizational diagnosis and
development At HIumRRO. efforts to overcome this barrier have centered around several
concepts that il,'e subs)umed under the rubric of "Organizational Competence."

The co,,i-ptual framework derives from the view that one of the most critical
fat fors in the effectiventss of any organization is its ability to sense changes in its
exitrimal and internal environments, to process the information sensed, and to adapt
opc ationi Io ilie sensed changes. The ability of the organization to perform these
fun(tions is ilt is meant by "Organizational Competence"-the capacity of an organiza-
tion to cope with continuously changing environments.



It is further conceived that "Competence" 5s a major determinant of Organizational
Effectiveness. Where "Effectiveness" is the final outcome (mission accomplishment, pro-
ductivity, etc.), Competence it the ability of the organization to perform the critical
operational functions, or processes, that lead to achievement of effectiveness. When the
processes that comprise Competence are handled well, they enable an organization to be
effective. When handled poorly, they may negate many of the positive effects contributed
by efficiency in other areas.

For both research and practical purposes, it was necessar, to analyze the concept of
Competence into identifiable components and, then, to operationalize these components.
Four components were finally evolved:

(1) Adaptability. Coincides with problem-solving ability which, in turn,
depends upon flexibility of the organization. Flexibility is the capacity to
learn through experience, to change with changing internal and external
circumstances.

(2) Reality-Testing. The organization must develop adequate techniques for
determining the realities of its situations, for determining the real prop-
erties of its environments. Accurate sensing of the environments is essential
before adaptability can occur.

(3) Identity. Adaptability requires that an organization "know who it is and
what it is to do." Identity involves:
(a) The extent to which the organizational guals are understood and

accepted by personnel.
(b) The extent to which the organization is perceived accurately by its

personnel.
(c ) The extent to which there is involvement with the organization and

with its goals.

(4) Integration. The extent. to which structure and function are maintained
under stress, and the relationships among sub-units are such that coordina.
tion is maintained and various units do not work at cross purposes.

Three of the components-Adaptability, Reality-Testing, and Identity-are Bennis'
(1966) criteria of organizational health. The fourth component-Integration-was added in
order to cover what was considered to be an especially critical aspect of organizational
performance.

The next problem was to "operationalize" the components. Building upon Bennis'
notion of adaptability, Schein (1965) says every organization must execute an
"Adaptive-Coding Cycle" in order to adapt to changes in its environments. This cycle I
consists of six steps. Fur the analysis of Competence, another step was added, resulting in
seven organizational processes considered to be critical ingredients:

(1) Sensing-Information acquisition.
(2) Communicating Information Sensed--In formation processing.
(3) Decision Making-Solving problems and making decisions.I
(4) Stabilizing-Making required internal changes while reducing or managing

undesired by-products.
(5) Communicating Implementation-Processing information concerning actions

to be taken.
(6) Coping Actions-Execution of actions required by environmental changes.
(7) Feedback-Obtaining information on the results of the actions taken.

It can be seen that the processes can be subsumed under thr:,, of the four
components of Competence. Thus, Reality-Testing consists of Sensing, Communicating
Information Sensed, and Feedback. Adaptability conists of Decision Making, Cu in wit-
cating Implementation, and Coping Actions. Integration consists of Stabilizing. The
remaining component, Identity, is not a process component but a social-psychological
state, and it is measured tiot in terms of performance, but by a questionnaire.
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To illustrate relevance of the concepts, dat. are presented from a HumRRO project
which had the objective of determining the ccnqribution of each of the components of
Competence, and of Competence as a whoh., ta Organizational Effectiveness. A secuird
objective, still being studied, is to identify human factors that influence the quality of
Competence performance. Stated simply, the prob'lem was to assess Organizational
Effectiveness, assess peformance on the processes con.iising Competence, and det-rrnine
the relationship between these measures.

The data presented are based upon the performance of 10 groups of 12 experier.ed
officers who participated as battalion commandf-r, battalion staff, and company com-
manders in an 8-hour role simulation of a light ifantry battalion engaged in internal
defense operations. Time limitations do not permit the desw.ription of the elaborate
simulation and scoring procedures. The data consisted of all communication3 occurring
within the organization during the 8-hour problem. These avtrage.d 1,250 communications
per group. Each communication was classified according to th process that was per-
formed and also was scored in terms of quality of performance of the process. Effective-
ness was measured by evaluations of experienced field-grade officers who used
preestablished criteria concerned with extent of missio., accomplishment.

Zero-order correlatiors between group scores on each of the seven processes and
Effectiveness are shown in Table 1. Significant relationships with Effectiveness were
found for five of the seven processes. Small, but not significant, relationships were found
for Stabilizing and Feedback.

Table 1

Relationship of
Organizational Processes to Effectiveness

Correlation WithOrganizational Process Effectivenessa

Sensing .92
Communicating Information Sensed .79
Decision Making .78
Stabilizing .22
Communicating Implementation .75
Coping Actions .70
Feedback .18

a.63 required for significance at .05 level of confidence.

Process scores were combined to obtain scores for three of the components of
Competence-Reality -Testing, Adaptability, and Integration. These scores were ,:ombined
with the Identity score to obtain a score for Competence. Table 2 shows zero-order
o.orrelation for Competence and each of its components.

Both Reality-Testing and Adaptability were significantly correlated vith Effective-
tess, and Identity approaches significance at the .05 level. Competence, considered a., a
whole, is significantly related to Effcctiveness.

These data illustrate the critical relevance of Competence for Organizational Effec-
ticene.s. In the study described, Competence accounted for 46%, almost one-half, of the

variance within Effectiveness. Therefore, Competence appears to be a major determinant

Although each group performed continuously throughout the 8-hour problem, the
simulation was administratively divided into an initial 1-hour "shakedown" period and
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Table 2

Relationship of
Competence and Components to Fffectiveness

com onI -.,, relation With
-om;cuvenis%

Reonity-Testing .96
Adaptability 7q
hisegratlvn .22
Identity .53
Competence .68

'.GZ reu iwoa fir b'gnificancni at .05level ^l contidcrt-.-

three phases of 2 houtr -nd 24) minutes cech. Wtnn p1haso'v evvitonsrlet~~ 'Mpre-.urt
was manipuladted by chAnges, in frequen-cy of input fl,2s. ageN aild c'hxivof the
problems to it' 1m. rc relate~d. Ir,,puts were ccnteredc around. a total of 128-
interlocking, h1+ F s oararely idetifiable, "probes"'o prr~hes Ylits. phlases- diffored in

the amount cdt r .ure that, was generalco Phase 1 was OIc; "LW " flidssuF(re~ qt
spcond phase w,.. cbar wrtorized asz having "oeac'j:s'i.and Plhase 3 va., "'High''
in, pressult.

Figure 1- shtns rntx.n pircoe process scores axeraged hb elikse fu. thve gr''up' teat,
were scored as ''most effecxi'.'e" ;in terms of lfliS'siofl a;.in pld11ind tnv five grp

scored as "least effective."
Figure 1 ihusmmatex a nkun her of signifl; :nrt' ul: First, Lli anal.i OfS01\&cic

showed significan-, differences bet.Ween the fi\ 1  ef'tv' groups and ite" {,Ik~
"las efeti&'ones, and hetv''cn; Ph~ses. IW pem'r..Iro,-ss pcfrnneby i"

Most Effective groups \%as better in, all phaseA.-

Mean Probe Process Score by Phas&

I6'JLeasut Lftect.,e C8rours 15
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Figure 1 also shows a strong degradation in process perfurman'e by both the most
effective and the least effectiv groups during Phase 2. This decrease occurred because
each group experienced a radical change in its mission ad its operational conditions at
the beginning of Phase 2. The degradation in process performance illustrates a phenome-
non that occurs in most organizations when they are faced with sudden change or
extretre stress. For a period, performance and internal coordination may deteriorate,
resulting in rmduced effectiveness.

However, change or stress affects some organizations more than others, This is
confirmed in Figure 1, which shows that the relative degradation in process performance
during Phase 2 whs much greater for the Leas t Effective groups.

Finally, in Phase 3, the Most Effective groups succeeded in a complete and rapid
iecovery back to the level of their initial proces., performance, despite the fact that this
phase was, in effect, a "pressure overload" siltwion. Oil the other hand, under pressure
oterload, the Least Effective groups recovered only slightly, and never reached their
initial level oi perfocnince. '[he Abiiity of the more effective groups to recover rapidly
a-fter a radic.l change probably accounts for rach of their ultimate effectiveness. This
fit-ding illustrates tile fact thai suo.ie urgdmi,,Li,.i, "'fold up' titder cha ge and pressure,
whereaq others do not Mkore inportan for consideration here is the fact that the
deterioration occurs in their performant>' of critic.al trce.ses. In this connection, a
quesztion vurren..y under study at. HumRtO is, "Why do the processes in some organiza-
vn:; "r'ak down ander chage tnd presue v hile they do not do so nearly as m uch in

ctn,.r organizations?"
lr&iod tihat te -result-s demonst rat the ,ritical inportauct of process

pertorian:tice as i determinant of organizational effectiveness. (Comlpetence is concerned
with ti,. qudaty of performance within anl o-ganization and. accordingiy is an important

incti .......ie.... Yct, this aspct of oetformanut' thi. received little systematic
attent.on il, eithr res-arch or orgraizationa d(ve'cpment and training.

'Tt, '( apiit;y of art orgai'z.ation to identify, blve, and adapt to operational prob-
lmens derives in part from the fonal body of poliz-es and procedures intended to guide
dikcis:un and a,-tions, in part from -the adequacy of,techr, iaues aid equipment, and, tin
part, froi time skii.s of inr.dvidual personnel in vprforming the necessary activities.
,iowi,,t r. ttherP ' itlv of decisions, nor tihe adequacy of techniques and equipment,
' '-' te cor-~,~. rs 'tIce jnitd ualsna executing k'cliical operations are sufficient toN1 r ic s. n of orgai ational decisin and ation.

r'2fl ,i a 'sg crtit :d vlrm,ent usvolcs org'suationu processes concerned with the coordina-
lion of accvi.ws ",m tie integration of information and decisions. Included in these
ijrocs;ses are th wfts ooI,;cttvcs are dnr-;e and conmunicaie{-. the means whereby

:',t rmation ; acql ir,,i ant p;mess.d v.t'iin ;h orgnialson and the wa,,s activities of
k . t a ordn.ik P Alsn ill'Audei .At procsses involved in leaching and
in ld',inerititlg d.;iald in ,btaiiru fetdback on the results( of action taken.

entmphrt..i0s Up<,o gala'~~ respott.--es to problem .-;luations point~s lip tile role

A the organizato a, :! po'blem solve?. and doci.ion maker. Althougi indixduals actua!'y
:P,,-'!or. tiot, p'ohle-n-solving -nd d!-,'so - kil activities, tile no(cessov for global

orga, iattnalre- p,,nsc-, maakes it nseful to Li'.)nk of tile organizati:ni as !, prohlem -solv ing,

d;-ci.iionnakirv sNensm in) hiuh tt.' basic vtp,. is to take directed. 'inifted action in
an i't'irt'rltSnt that &seti s1 (O!Ii UOlIS flow of tticrlaint', SJuation .. In such a

,-em, th c moavi. 'xher'hy information, tviv'isions. and actiotns ar' o'rought ito coiltilnc-
lito It1OI)1%' :i (-0n plex iillter'iay hsvte tt,' position.,s and it ween levels. Thiis C'lSistan
in ltyil. ! P' eOlc', of modervn urganizatioinal competelkce.

it m : .tppami' ,;itI ('illettt-e is mainly dependen, upini the itrformail(e of
p)C e nel. Somle hlk linolofiifJ assists ail wt" proided . v'ch i:s data-pro..essing systnils
"ht 'V'li lIighly SOolli:tcatecl &,)mmuilinialtlo.-, system,,. i hot%\vir, ti e payoff ill urpe-

tn1C;V' n!'Il, IrdLcs Ito the jUdgll1e1s MI .intOIls of ket le'"sonl'l, hloth indiviialliv
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and collectively. It depends upon the quality and quantity of information that is
acquired; choices concerning to whom acquired information is to be communicated, as
well as the accuracy and completeness of the communications; decisions concerning ways
to cope with unusual or unanticipated situations, and the actual execution of actions
resulting from such decisions-all performed at a high level of sensitivity and coordin-
ation. These are uniquely human activities that can ouly be assisted by technology.

In many organizations, the quality of process performance is not very good because,
in order to control variability and thus ensure reliability, many leaders tend toward
regulated and formal responses. They tend to prefer the certainty of standardized
procedures with their clearly demarcated and logically related stages and, accordingly,
they give little systematic attention to process performance. However, over-reliance upon
standardized responses tends to result in organizational rigidity, whereas, in the fast-
changing environments of today, to be effective an organization must maintain a high
level of flexibility. This quality is essential in uncertainty situations, and it has its source
in what has been called here "Organizational Competence."

Leaders cannot be criticized too severely for over-emphasis on standardized
responses. Although most people who have given much thought to organizations are
aware of certain more or less intangible aspects, which, here, have been called processes.
these factors are often viewed as impossible to see and difficult to understand. Accord-
ingly, little is ever done about them in any systematic way.

The conceptual framework presented here under the rlibri of Organizational Com-
peteocc seems to offer a means for overcoming this problvm. For research purposes, the
Competence components and their processes, together with the methodology for their 4

measurement, provide concrete ways for analyzing intprnal functioning and for relating
such functioning to both antecedent causal factors and ultimate achievemeni.

In application, Competence and its componnt.i offer potential for both organiza-
tional diagnosis and development. Thus, it is possible to identify individuals, positions, or
departments that are functional or dysfunctional in terms of performance of some or al
processes. It is possible to determine who, or what departments, should perform each
process, how well the processes are performed, and how they could be performed better.

The processes that have been identified provide both a framework for evaluation and
bases for training and organizational development. Knowledge of requirements for effec-
tive process performance, when coupled with controlled experiences in execution, canl be
expected to result in decided improvements in the leadership and managerial performance
of individuals. However, the greatest benefit is to be found in performance of the
organization, considered as a whole. Fundamental to the framework is the view that
Competence represents capability of the organization and is different from the sum of
individual capabilities. Process performance involves organizational responses and the qual-
ity of any single response event is determined by the entire network of antecedent relation-
ships and responses. This suggests that Organizational Competence can best be improved
by efforts that focus upon developing the organization as a system, that is team training of
all key personnel together, rather than skill development with isolated individuals.

The processes that occur within organizations have been neglected when, in fact,
they appear to be critical determinants of effectiveness. The conceputaJ framework
embodied in Organizational Competence appears to provide onc productive means for
overcoming this limitation in both research and application.
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